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RE: DETERMINATION IN TERMS OF SECTION 30M OF THE PENSION 

FUNDS ACT 24, 1956 (“the Act”): A A G ALI (“the complainant”) v 
G.A.M RETIREMENT FUND (“the first respondent”), GLOBAL ASSET 
MANAGEMENT (PTY) LTD (“the second respondent”) & 
WOODCREATIONS (PTY) LTD (“the third respondent”) 

 
1. Introduction 
 
1.1 The complaint concerns the non-performance of the fund’s investment 

returns 
 
1.2 The complaint was received by this office on 22 May 2006. A letter 

acknowledging receipt thereof was sent to the complainant on 26 May 
2006. On the same date two letters were dispatched to the first and third 
respondent giving it until 16 June 2006 to file its response to the complaint. 
This office received a response from the second respondent on 15 June 
2006. This response was also forwarded to the complainant on 3 July 2006 
for further submissions to the complaint. The complainant however omitted 
to reply. This office further received a response from the second 
respondent on 12 February 2008 and 14 February 2008 respectively. 

 
1.3 Having considered the written submissions filed before this office and 

telecommunications we had with both the complainant and second 
respondent, it is unnecessary to hold a hearing in this matter. The 
determination and reasons therefor appear below. 
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1.4 As the background facts are well-known to all parties, these shall be 

repeated only to the extent that they are pertinent to the issues raised 
herein. 

 
 

2.     Factual background 
 

2.1 The complainant was a member of the first respondent by virtue of his 
employment with the third respondent. The complainant joined the first 
respondent on 16 February 1981 and exited the fund on 30 November 
2004 when he retired from the third respondent. He received an amount of 
R168 644.34 after tax as his retirement benefit. 

 
 

3.      Complaint 
 
3.1    The complainant is dissatisfied with the retirement benefit of R168 644.34 

considering the fact he became a member of the fund from 16 February 
1981 until 30 November 2004. He submitted that he is entitled to the 
minimum retirement benefit of R242 119.09. The complainant submitted 
that in terms of his benefit statement dated 9 February 2004, his benefit 
was R207 091.00 at 1 January 2004 and his following benefit statement, 
dated 1 September 2004 was 190 196.72. He even further submitted that 
his portfolio showed a loss of R16 895.07. He further submitted that in 
addition to the above, his benefit statement dated 25 August 2003 showed 
that as at 1 May 2005, his contribution received to that date was already 
R192 397.40. The complainant also alleges  that there was no interest in 
the money but only loss of capital. The complainant requests a detailed 
explanation on how the above losses occurred when his benefit was placed 
in a conservative portfolio.  

 
4.   Responses 

 
4.1 Mr. Keith Lendrum filed a response on behalf of the first respondent. He 

submitted that the Woodcreations Provident Fund PF 24964 commenced 
on 1 March 1995 as an insured fund administered by Liberty Life. With 
effect from April 2000 the administration of the Woodcreations Provident 
Fund was transferred to Finstruct. At this stage the Woodcreations 
Provident Fund was still a standalone fund but no longer underwritten by 
Liberty Life.  With effect from the 7 November 2002 the special rules for 
Woodcreations were registered with effective 1 April 2000 and this was 
classified as a participating Employer under the G.A.M Retirement Fund. 

        
 4.2 He further submitted that initially all funds were invested in the Money 

Market Fund and were subsequently transferred to Investec Conservative 
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and Aggressive funds with effect from August 2001. The unit prices whilst 
invested with Investec moved from R100.00 to R87.04. Despite this 
decrease in unit prices the complainant achieved a return of 12.65%. 
According to the complainant the funds were invested in the Money Market 
earning 7.5% per annum. It was submitted that the second respondent are 
without prejudice under the impression that the complainant was of the 
opinion that the employer had advised the Global Asset Management to 
switch the funds from Investec to the money market. No such instruction 
was received by Global Asset Management. The 7.5% would have been a 
return prior to any costs for example, retirement fund tax, auditor fees, and 
Financial Services Board levies. The administration of contributions from 
Woodcreations was fraught with the same difficulties as contributions were 
frequently received late. The employer and members were advised of such 
late payments. With reference to the complainant’s accusation that no 
response was made to his letter dated 4 April 2005, the second respondent 
attached a copy of a response dated 4 May 2005 to the attention of the 
complainant. 

 
4.3 It was further submitted that the complainant’s member was entitled to his 

contribution plus employer contributions. The breakdown of the benefit of 
the complainant’s retirement benefit on 30 November 2004 was calculated 
as follows: 

 
• Contributions (employer and employee)    R177 945 64 

• Growth for the period     R22 511.36 

• Growth percentage for the period    R12.65% 

• Early retirement benefit     R200 457.00 

• Less tax as per SARS     R31 762.17 

• Benefit paid to the complainant    R168 694.83 
 

5. Determination and reasons therefor  
 

5.1 The complainant complains about the allegedly poor investment 
returns. He alleges that on 1 May 2002, he received a benefit 
statement which advises that when he retires, his retirement benefit 
will be R176 005.14. He alleges further that on 1 May 2003, he 
received the second benefit statement which advises that on 
resignation from the employer he will be entitled to the withdrawal 
benefit of R148 276.15. On 1 January 2004, the complainant received 
a third benefit statement which advises that on resignation from the 
employer, he will be entitled to receive the withdrawal benefit of R207 
091.79.  On 1 May 2004, he received a fourth benefit statement which 
advises that if he resign or be retrenched from the employer, he will 
receive a withdrawal benefit of R176 687.04. On 1 September 2004, 
two months before his retirement, he received fifth benefit statement 
which advises if he resign or retrenched by the employer his 
withdrawal benefit will be R190 196.72. Based on the above 
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information, the complaint relates to the lack of growth in his benefits. 
The respondents on the other hand submitted that initially all funds 
were invested in the Money Market Fund and were subsequently 
transferred to Investec Conservative and Aggressive funds with effect 
from August 2001. The unit prices whilst invested with Investec moved 
from R100.00 to R87.04. Despite this decrease in unit prices the 
complainant achieved a return of 12.65%. It was submitted that the 
respondents are without prejudice under the impression that the 
complainant was of the opinion that the employer had advised the 
Global Asset Management to switch the funds from Investec to the 
money market. No such instruction was received by Global Asset 
Management. The 7.5% would have been a return prior to any costs 
for example, retirement fund tax, auditor fees, and Financial Services 
Board levies. The administration of contributions from Woodcreations 
was fraught with the same difficulties as contributions were frequently 
received late. The employer and members were advised of such late 
payments 

 
5.2 The questions for determination are whether the decrease in the 

complainant’s benefit is permissible in terms of our law and secondly 
whether the complainant’s retirement benefit of R168 694.83 after tax 
was calculated in terms of the rules. 

   
 5.3  With regard to the first issue, this office is satisfied that the fund 

cannot be held liable for poor investment returns since it is beyond its 
control. It is the nature of defined contribution funds that its members 
carry the investment risk. This means that members suffer the effects 
of poor investment returns but at the same time receive the benefits of 
favourable investment returns. This is illustrated by the fact that 
although the fund did not perform well for the period of the 
complainant’s membership, had the complainant remained a member 
of the fund after his retirement on 30 November 2004, the probabilities 
are that he would have benefited from the fund’s chosen investment 
portfolio. For the foregoing reasons, the first leg of the complaint is 
dismissed. 

 
   5.4  With regard to the second question, the breakdown submitted to our 

tribunal by the complainant alleges that the complainant is entitled to 
have received a retirement benefit of R242 119.09. When this tribunal 
analyses the complainant’s breakdown of the benefit, it appears that it 
is not based on the rules, it is based on the assumptions since the 
calculations formula used is not in accordance with the rules of the 
fund. We further received a breakdown of the benefit from the 
respondents which clearly states the complainant’s and employer 
contributions, growth, growth percentage, tax and the retirement 
benefit computed to the complainant. The benefit paid was based on 
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the rules and investment returns. When one add member and 
employer contributions, growth for that period and growth percentage. 
It gives him the benefit of R200 457.00 which was computed to the 
complainant after tax. 

 
         5.5 Rule 9.2 of the fund stipulates that “A MEMBER EQUITABLE SHARE shall 

be calculated at the day, or if this day is not at the end of the month, then at the end 

of the month in which the member retires”. Rule 9.3 (e) provides that “all 

retirement benefits shall be paid by the fund directly to the member or the person 
entitled to the benefit as agreed with the member while rule 9.3(f) provides that the 
fund shall have no further obligations towards the member once the benefit is paid 
to all the authorised parties”. 

 
   5.6 From the submissions from both parties, the respondents’ 

submissions on calculation of the benefit carries too much weight than 
the complainant calculations on the basis that it was done in 
accordance with the rules than the complainant’s calculations which 
does not alleges non-compliance with any rules of the fund. As a 
result, this tribunal does not have any legal grounds to review the 
decision of the fund to award the complainant a retirement benefit of 
R168 694.83 after tax. In terms section 13 of the Act, the rules of a 

registered fund shall be binding on the fund and the members, shareholders and 
officers thereof, and on any person who claims under the rules or whose claim is 
derived from a person so claiming. 

 
    6 In the result, the complainant’s complaint cannot succeed and is 

therefore dismissed.  
 
 
 
DATED at JOHANNESBURG on this          day of                                     2008. 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
 
MAMODUPI MOHLALA 
PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR 
 
 


